It is shown that for any finite or countable number of points with positive weights on the sphere, there is always a spherical cap such that the sum of the weights of the points in the cap is rather different from the expected value.
1. Introduction. In the last three papers [3] , [4] , [5] of the present series a method was developed to estimate irregularities of the distribution of points in Euclidean space or on the sphere. In these papers essential use was made of the fact that the number of points in any given set is always an integer. Hence it would appear that the method of these papers is not adaptable to points with weights. On the other hand, the method of Roth [2] is immediately adaptable to points with weights. Professor Roth therefore suggested the problem of generalizing the present method to deal with points with weights.
In fact it turns out that all the results of the three preceding papers of this series can be generalized in this direction.
Moreover it is possible to deal with infinitely many points whose weights have a finite sum. In this note we shall restrict ourselves to Theorem B of [5] , i.e. we shall deal only with the problem of spherical caps.
Let S = Sn be the sphere consisting of points x= (xi, Theorem. Suppose «> 1 and €>0. Then
(Here and throughout, the constants implied by <<C as well as constants Ci, c2, ■ • ■ will depend only on n and on e.)
If wn+i = wn+2= ■ ■ ■ =0, then we are really dealing with only TV points pi, ■ • • , Pn-Note that in this case the right-hand side of (5) exceeds
and applying this with a = (l/n)+e we get a(2 + (l/n)+e)^<x(2)cr(iyiM+'N-^i^-'.
Also note that if moreover Wi= ■ ■ ■ =wN = l, then <r(a)=N for every a, and the right-hand side of (5) becomes N1~(-lln)~'.
Corollary. Suppose n>l and e>0. There is a cap C(r, c) with
and 1+ log(A2+(1'")+')«A«, and this cap will have [5] with 5=tt/2 satisfy formula (29) in Chapter IV of [5] , i.e.
(8) JTKt-'Tr)Mr)dr-J = CE(ir>ir)Mr)drSince /o(r) and /*(r) are nonnegative, and since /o(r)<Kr1-"-" and /*(r)»r1-n~" as r-*0, we obtain the following. By (7), the left-hand side of (8) « I E( -r, -r J^-"-"dr + \j\ « I E(r, r)r-Hr.
The right-hand side of (8) is
»l r1-"-^^-r, -r)dry> j r1~n-c'Eir,r)dr.
Here a was any fixed number in the interval 0<a<l. Putting e=l -a we get [July /► x/2 p tt/4 E(r,r)r~Hry> I r~n+'E(r,r)dr.
It remains to give a lower bound for the right-hand side of (9). This is where the argument of [5] has to be altered. by (10). In view of (9), the theorem follows.
